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the Vista
nationwide dealer selection & education
It is important that you, our customers, have the utmost
confidence in our dealer and installer network. Therefore,
only companies that attain the highest standards of quality and
service in the window film industry are selected to become Vista ™
Window Film dealers.
Vista ® dealers know the intricacies and nuances of our products.
There are many different types of films that address different
specifications. Our dealers understand the various strengths and
in certain cases, limitations of various products. Our dealers are
well qualified to assist customers in assessing unique situations
and developing stock or custom window film options which best
match individual needs.
All Vista dealers must employ installers that are accredited by
the manufacturer, Solutia Inc. As part of this accreditation
process, Solutia requires that all installers follow prescribed
methods of installation, be knowledgeable in film application
and usage recommendations, as well as maintain a high
degree of professionalism. All dealers’ installers have been
taught through ongoing training sessions and seminars in film
application and technique by Solutia.
Your Vista dealer will have an impressive list of references and is
happy to assist with estimates for any window film project at no
cost to you.
All Vista dealers and installers have the utmost respect for
your home, or facility and will take care to see that the film
installation areas are protected and left in good condition.

difference...
manufacturing excellence
It is no wonder that Vista Window Film products are superior to any
other films sold on the market today. These films are a result of a
half-century of dedication to research, development and manufacturing
by Solutia Inc, the largest manufacturer of window films in the world.
Unprecedented in the specialty films industry, Solutia makes all components for its products in-house, having the widest array of technologies
under one roof. Solutia’s 700,000 square foot production facility in
Martinsville, Virginia, operates under strict quality systems that meet ISO
9001 quality standards.*
Solutia designs and manufactures specialty films for dozens of niche
markets from aerospace to reprographics, photovoltaics, specialty
packing and electronics, in addition to window film for residential,
commercial, archival, security and automotive applications.
*ISO 9001 Certificate # FM33597

Vista warranties are the best in the business!
All Vista Window Films are supported by a factory-backed warranty
for film replacement and the labor to install it. Because a warranty is
only as good as the person backing it, customers can feel confident
that their Vista Window Film warranty will be honored promptly even
in the event that the installing dealer is no longer available to rectify a
problem if it arises.

